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Description
free: up to 10 users (including one or more private repo)
paid: 10+ users
History
#1 - 09.06.2016 13:05 - Marcin Kuzminski [CTO]
Hi,
do you think cloud hosting would be good alternative to GH/BB ? If so why, we would really like to learn about the use-case for you. RhodeCode is
designed to be behind firewall, so we never actually planned a cloud version.
We have a private demo containers which are hosted version of RhodeCode with your own custom domain.
#2 - 09.08.2016 19:19 - tomekj2ee tomekj2ee
I don't agree with GH, BB and GitLab policies (censorship). Also I don't like Git. I would like to have a free 5 user cloud code hosting with hg support.
5+ user accounts could be paid.
Sorry for late answer.
#3 - 09.08.2016 19:22 - Marcin Kuzminski [CTO]
Do you value the social aspect ? Could a hosting container with your own domain be sufficient ?
This would be hosting+backup, on your own https domain work ?
#4 - 09.08.2016 19:31 - tomekj2ee tomekj2ee
I just need to host in cloud my proprietary source code. Be sure it has backup & security.
It could be cloud.rhodecode.com. Any other aspects (e.g. social) are not important for me.
I need 5-10 users for free, when my enterprise is profitable I would pay for sure.
Other needed features (mentioned on issues.rhodecode.com) are: wiki, bugtracker (with gantt/wbs).
Also I would like to have Redmine instance together with Rhodecode cloud :-)
#5 - 21.01.2020 02:13 - Marcin Kuzminski [CTO]
- Status changed from New to Resolved
It's going to be implemented in next few weeks
#6 - 21.01.2020 11:14 - tomekj2ee tomekj2ee
Marcin Kuzminski [staff] wrote:
It's going to be implemented in next few weeks
It's amazing! Thank you Marcin! :-)
#7 - 02.03.2020 00:30 - tomekj2ee tomekj2ee
I subscribed to trial.
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#8 - 02.03.2020 09:14 - Marcin Kuzminski [CTO]
Hi,
Where did you subscribe ? We don't see any request submitted. Have you filled in the form here: https://rhodecode.com/try-rhodecode/request-cloud
?
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